Introduction of the early pathway to taxol biosynthesis in yeast by means of biosynthetic gene cluster construction using SOE-PCR and homologous recombination.
Metabolic engineering of plant natural product pathways in heterologous systems requires the highly concerted action of several biosynthetic genes. Besides the functional heterologous expression of the genes encoding the natural product biosynthetic pathway, often additional extensive modifications in the host primary metabolism are also needed, in order to obtain efficient supply of the required biosynthetic building blocks to support the engineered natural product biosynthesis. Selection markers in heterologous expression systems, like baker's yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), are often limited and the chromosomal insertion prevents later modifications of engineered pathway, e.g. exchange of gene promoters, or the introduction of additional genetic regulatory elements in a timely manner. Thus the construction of biosynthetic gene clusters on episomal expression vectors seems a logical solution for this dilemma. Although manipulation of long DNA fragments still represents a challenge, by using PCR and in vitro homologous recombination, we assembled a biosynthetic gene cluster for the concerted heterologous expression of three important genes for the metabolic engineering of taxoid biosynthesis in yeast.